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Penkovsky Papers, I would ' 
like to make some comments 

on Victor Zorza's review. I do 
not want to get involved in' 
polemics with Mr. Zorza, 
whose previous work I have 
admired. I know, better than 
anyone, that the Papers are 
genuine, but I also know that 
there is no way to prove this 
to the satisfaction of those de- , 
[ermined to degrade Penkov- 

I sky's legaby as the Soviets 
sought to degrade Penkovsky., 

I find it surprising that Mr.1  

: 	
lust does not exist" simply be- 
cause I do not wish to release 
it In its original form. Thei 
published format is as true to• 
Penkovsky's notes as it could' 
be, even though Mr. Gibney 
and I inevitably had to trans-
late, select, and edit them ' 
for publication. I will not, . 
however, reveal how the Pa- 
pers came to me. 

Let me cite details from Mr. 
Zorza's critique. He says that 
"the English text is prepared,  
with words and phrases no 
man with Penkovsky's Soviet 
background would use," i.e.! 
he cites the terms "Soviet f 
Russians" or "Soviets" in de-
scribing his countrymen. Mr.. 
Zorza's quotes are In English,:  
thus they are my translations.r 
But Penkovsky clearly distin-
guished between the Russian 
people and the Soviet regime. 
In t h e Papers, Penkovsky 
used a variety of terms: "So.+ 
viet citizens," "the Soviet ,- 
people," . "Russians," etc. 
translating I used the termi, 
"Soviet Russian" or "Soviet": 
for purposes of simplicity and:, 
consistency, 

Penkovsky referred to Mar.'.  
shal Zhukov's removal be.+ 
cause of his "Napoleonic char-' 
acteristics." Mr. Zorza thinks 
that this should read "Bona-
partist tendencies" and con.' 
eludes that "no translator' 
would depart so far from the, 
original." The exact Russian 
term used by Penkovsky was 
"Khrushchev ego ?Aral za no 
poleonovskiye zarnashki," Col.' 
Penkovsky evidently knew 
Bonaparte's first name and 
preferred to use the term "na-
po lebnovskiye zamashki." 

Mr. Zorza also finds fault 
with the expression "Great 

was not writing an editorial , 
for Pravda. "Velikiy Kitay" 
was what he wrote and that's 
how I translated it. 

In Mr. Zorza's opinion no 
Soviet official would refer to 
a high party official as an 
RSFSR Communist Party 
leader. Colonel Penkovsky 
was well aware that there is no 
separate Communist Party of 
the RSFSR. The Russian orig-
inal of the line on page 207+ 
is, however, "tale nazyvayemyy 
partiynyy vozhd RSFSR." 

PI\eonkol p,silcij x,,, ,? Papers Defended 
As the translator o The China." Obviously, Penkovsky 

With regard to Penkovsky'sl 
statement that several Soviet 
cosmonauts had lost their  
lives, I can only repeat that I I 
merely translated what Pen-
kovsky wrote — that some of 
them lost their lives. 

About Marshal Chuykov: 
Mr. Zorza is correct in saying' 
that Penkovsky was in error 
when he wrote that Chuykov 
was relieved of his duties 
when he took over the Civil-
ian Defense command. How-
ever, I have simply translated 
what he wrote. 

With regard to the anti-par- 
ty group: again I simply trans-

--lated what Penkovsky wrote. 
It Is the Kremlinologist who 
is—concerned with precision in 
the matter of dates of ousters; 
for Penkovsky, as for most 
Soviet citizens, it was ap-
parently of little importance 
that Bulganin managed to 
hang on until 1958. 

Mr. Zorza shows a lack of 
knowledge of the everyday 
Soviet language when he 
claims that a "Russian return-
ing to Moscow would speak of 
a visit to the West, not to Eu-
rope." Partkovsky wrote "Yew-
rope" which means "Europe." 
Soviet intelligence officers do 
not normally talk of their 
travels to European countries 
as to "the West"; they refer to 
"Yevrdpa" or t h e country 
which they visited. 

As far as the 50-80-100 meg-
aton bomb is concerned, Pen. 
kovsky was apparently not in 
a position to measure the 
bomb's yield as accurately as 
Western experts or Mr. Zorza; 
If Western experts wrote The 
Penkovsky Papers, as Mr. 
Zorza seems to believe, why 
did they not use the correct 
figures? 
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